


The fun way to go over the weekly sedra with
your children, grandchildren, Shabbat guests

To-l'dot
• find the four pictograms that repre-
sent Rehovot 

City emblem, building complex, emlem
of Weizmann Institute, particle acceler-
ator

• there are 5 Yitzchaks - sort of. Figure
them out 

President of Israel, Yitzchak Herzog,
Rabbi Yitzchak Breitowitz, Sid Caesar -
his Hebrew name was Yitzchak, Isaac
Newton under the apple tree, Shai
Abram-son

• Five new Unexplaineds

Speech bubble in heart for Eisav saying
in his heart that he would kill Yaakov
after their father died

Rick Hunter of the police detective
series by the same name, for Eisav the
hunter

Minnesota Twins cap for the twins -
Yaakov and Eisav. This cap is red; it
must be Eisav's

The new name for Ponagansett, Mass. is
Padanaram

20 switching with 200 is for B'CHORA
ans B'RACHA (the KAF and REISH
switching place in the word)

Kol HaKavod to Rabbi Meir Salasnik for
his solutions. Others should send in
answers too. Even partial.

Vayeitzei
Note to (grand)parents: You should pick and
choose from the PP with your (grand)child in
mind. Some elements are straightforward and
can lead to a review of the sedra. Others are
puzzle-type for older kids and you can prompt
them accordingly.

• The first five photos down the left
side are goats and sheep with different
patterns • next to the animals are two
sticks • and a peeler. The peeler is for
the sticks and the sticks are for the ewe
and nannies to look at so their offspring
will have different patterns • two
photos of mandrakes, as in the DUDA'IM
that Reuven picked for his mother and
which Rachel acquired from Leah in a
deal • the road signs were seen by
Yaakov after he left Be'er Sheva, which
is why B7 is pointing back where he
came from, with Charan indicating the
direction he must take. In that same
direction was HAMAKOM, the place
which he encountered • Herby's Bake-
shop, is in Beit El • across the bottom -
kind of obvious, but ask your family
and/or guests • the stone Yaakov
rested his head on when he slept (after
establishing Maariv). That is, when he
awoke. When he went to sleep there
were many (12) stones. The rock is also
the one that covered the well that
Yaakov removed so that Rachel (and the
other shepherds) could water their
sheep • It also stands for the rock that
Yaakov set up as a MATZEIVA to mark
his agreement with Lavan (GAL-EID) the
rock is at the base of a sculpture near



Givat Mordechai, which represents
Yaakov's ladder • ice cream - in
Hebrew, G'LIDA, which is taken for the
Aramaic word for ice, as in mentioned in
Targum Onkeles, when Yaakov mentions
the cold icy nights he spent tending
Lavan's flocks • the logo for the
Philadelphia Phillies. That team has the
ignoble honor of being the losingest
team in MLB and in all major league
sports (in the US). They have lost 11,112
times (since 1883). Perhaps, then, they
are the incarnation of the teams that did
play in LUZ, an older name for Beit El •
an owl with a speech bubble. Owls say
HOO. add the extraterrestrial and we
get HU ITI, said by Yaakov when he set
the conditions for his wages • sine
wave; that's wave, as in GAL, as in
GAL-EID • a South Park character
playing dodgeball, which is similar to the
game MACHANAYIM, as in the conclud-
ing word (and pasuk-count siman) of
Vayeitzei, referring to the twin camps of
angels o The kipa is for an old corny
joke (groan quietly so no one nearby
with think you are under the weather).
How do we know that Yaakov Avinu
wore a Kipa? It says, Vayeitzei Yaakov,
Yaakov went out... Would he go out
without a kipa?! o Yaakov promised to
give G-d MAASER, one tenth, .1 o the
emoji is an Unexplained o the oil can
represents the oil Yaakov used to anoint
the stone at the beginning of the sedra
o three pics from the haftara. The
matador waving his red cape at - not a
bull, but a pair of lips. As in the haftara,
UNSHAL'MA FARIM S'FATEINU, and our

lips (voices in prayer) will replace the
bulls (sacrifices), for the time being.
When the Beit HaMikdash is rebuilt,
prayer will become just prayer once
again. Since the Churban, it has been
doing double duty • Paddington Bear
with the Cubs baseball cap Xed out
represent DOV SHAKUL, a bear without
offspring • the smiley with the dunce
cap - of Efrayim it is said, HU VEN LO
CHACHAM, he is a not-smart child •
sheep at the well are sheep around the
well • Perry WHITE is for Lavan • a
couple of Unexplaineds


